Technical Bulletin

Note: The following technical information and data should be considered representative or typical only and should not be used for specification purposes.

Title: 3M™ Daylight Redirecting Film (DRF) Frequently Asked Questions – Customers

1. What should I do with my blinds?  
In order to maximize the effectiveness of DRF, 3M recommends that you reposition your blinds below the DRF so they cannot block the redirected light.

2. How should I adjust/install lighting controls now that I’ve got DRF?  
3M has provided a document called 3M Daylight Redirecting Film Design Guide, that provides guidance on how to install or modify lighting controls when used in conjunction with 3M DRF.

3. How do I calculate how much energy I saved with the DRF?  
3M has completed case studies with the US Government, Sacramento Municipal Utilities Department, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratories, as well as HMG a leading lighting consultant. The results of the case studies show up to 52% lighting energy savings, and up to 8ft of increased daylighting zones for every 1 ft (0.3m) vertically installed film. 3M has completed numerous daylighting models for buildings in different locations that can be provided to estimate daylighting depth in your location and building design.

For very detailed analysis a lighting design professional can utilize the Radiance software to calculate performance on your specific location.

4. How much more light is brought into my building and how deep does it go?  
The DRF redirects up to 90% of the visible light toward the ceiling at certain incident angles. The depth of penetration is dependent on the amount of DRF installed, the ceiling height, and the finishes on the ceiling and walls. However, it is not uncommon to measure an appreciable increase in the light levels at a depth up to 40 ft (12.1m).
5. **Will the film be effective on all orientations?**
While the 3M DRF can provide some light redirection for all orientations, it is designed to redirect direct sunlight. Therefore it will be most effective for windows that receive direct sunlight. In the northern hemisphere this would be east, south and west facing windows.

6. **How do I know if the film is installed correctly?**
If you are unsure about the orientation of your film after installation, please contact the installing dealer for further inspection and verification.

7. **Can I pattern (die cut) the film?**
At this time we are not recommending die-cutting the 3M DRF.

8. **Why can’t I see through the film?**
The DRF incorporates a diffuser which helps soften the redirected light and also help the redirected light penetrate further into the building. In order to work properly, the diffuser must be opaque.

---

**Technical Information:** The technical information, recommendations and other statements contained in this document are based upon tests or experience that 3M believes are reliable, but the accuracy or completeness of such information is not guaranteed.

**Product Use:** Many factors beyond 3M’s control and uniquely within user’s knowledge and control can affect the use and performance of a 3M product in a particular application. Given the variety of factors that can affect the use and performance of a 3M product, user is solely responsible for evaluating the 3M product and determining whether it is fit for a particular purpose and suitable for user’s method of application.

**Warranty, Limited Remedy, and Disclaimer:** Unless an additional warranty is specifically stated on the applicable 3M product packaging or product literature, 3M warrants that each 3M product meets the applicable 3M product specification at the time 3M ships the product. 3M MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OR CONDITION ARISING OUT OF A COURSE OF DEALING, CUSTOM OR USAGE OF TRADE. If the 3M product does not conform to this warranty, then the sole and exclusive remedy is, at 3M's option, replacement of the 3M product or refund of the purchase price.

**Limitation of Liability:** Except where prohibited by law, 3M will not be liable for any loss or damage arising from the 3M product, whether direct, indirect, special, incidental or consequential, regardless of the legal theory asserted, including warranty, contract, negligence or strict liability.